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ABSTRACT

As everyone already know, the advertising field is very important to promote any kind of products that produce by any industry. The advertising through television is very effective one if compared with any kind of advertisement that delivered by using other mediums such as newspaper, posters and so on. However, television advertisement that exist in Malaysia nowadays only use the digital video technique and sometimes also add the two dimensional (2D) element inside the advertisement. The main objective of this project are to do some research of the application of 3 dimensional animation for advertising purpose to produce an advertisement that more informative, high quality, and can attract viewers attention to buy the product or services. This project consists of combination of 3D animation and also digital video element which will take about 40 seconds of duration. This project also uses the routine methodology of multimedia project development so that the best result can be produce. Information gathering method that use in this project development is by distributing questionnaires and also from surfing the internet. Findings of the research and analysis are also presented in this report. From the research that have been done, the result is that the 3D animation is very suitable to apply on advertisement to produce advertisements that more informative, high quality, and can attract viewers attention to buy the product or services.
ABSTRAK

Seperti semua orang sedia maklum, bidang pengiklanan adalah amat penting dalam mempromosikan sesuatu product yang dihasilkan oleh mana-mana industri. Pengiklanan melalui televisyen adalah sangat berkesan jika dibandingkan dengan pengiklanan melalui medium-medium lain seperti surat kabar, poster dan sebagainya. Walau bagaimanapun, iklan television yang ada di Malaysia sekarang ini, hanya menggunakan teknik video digital dan kadangkala memasukkan elemen animasi dua dimensi (2D) sahaja. Objektif utama projek ini dibangunkan adalah untuk mengkaji aplikasi animasi 3 dimensi (3D) dalam bidang pengiklanan bagi menghasilkan iklan yang lebih bermaklumat, berkualiti dan mampu menarik perhatian penonton supaya membeli atau melanggar servis yang diiklankan tersebut. Projek ini terdiri daripada kombinasi antara animasi 3D dan juga digital video yang akan mengambil masa lebih kurang 40 saat. Projek ini telah menggunakan metodologi rutin bagi membangunkan projek multimedia supaya hasil yang terbaik dapat dihasilkan. Kaedah pengumpulan maklumat yang dijalankan ialah penyebaran soalan kaji selidik di samping mencari maklumat di dalam Internet. Hasil kajian dan analisis daripada pencarian data ini juga dipersembahkan dalam laporan ini. Daripada kajian yang dijalankan hasil yang didapati dapat ialah animasi 3D boleh dan sesuai untuk diaplikasikan bagi tujuan menghasilkan iklan-iklan di Malaysia yang lebih berkualiti, berinformasi dan juga dapat menarik perhatian penonton terhadap produk yang diiklankan tersebut.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Project Background

The project that will be developed is about a three dimensional (3D) animation advertisement which will be delivering to viewer via television. This 3D animation advertisement will use the Dutch Lady Base Liquid Milk as the products that will be advertise to television viewer. Before developing this project, a research will be done first where the research element is about the application of 3D animation for advertising purpose.

3D animation is a new multimedia technology that can be use to create something that cannot be happen in the real life while advertising is used to advertise products, company or an environment. 3D rendering and 3D modeling is accomplished by taking two dimensional forms and giving them volume. 3D modeling is uses for a variety of multimedia development where it has become truly beneficial for companies that wish to promote or create digital prototypes of their products, buildings and environments. Nowadays, application of 3D modeling concept also can be use for
television advertising purpose.

Today, everyone in Malaysia can see that 3D animation do not use widely for advertisement purpose in this country. Although there are some advertisements in this country that applied this technology, but the number of them is very small and the 3D animations application is not fully applied. However, most of the advertisement in Malaysia uses common technology which is Digital Video Technique and also a small number of 2D animations.

This project will be developed to produce an advertisement for Dutch Lady Base Liquid Milk that can hold the viewers attention on the products so that they will be more interested to buy the product. The specific purpose of developing this project is to find out all the applications of 3D animations for advertising purpose so that it will be use widely in this field and attract more attention from viewer.

1.2 Problems Statements

Dutch Lady Base Liquid Milk is already has an existing advertisement to advertise the product to television viewers. The existing advertisement is using digital video technique alone. This technique is very common in advertising field where it always used by many industries to promote their products. The problems here is when we always use the same technique, viewers will not pay their attention even the story or information is very good one. This is because maybe when watching the advertisement, their mind will think any other things that not related to the advertisement since there are no special element in the advertisement can attract their attention. Besides that,
television viewer also will feel bored with that kind of advertisement since it looks same with any other advertisement that promotes other kinds of products. This is because, by using digital video technique alone, the advertisement will contain only the real things in our life. Digital video technique cannot be used to create something different that cannot happen in our real life to put inside the advertisement to make it more interesting. One more problem that arises when using this digital video technique alone is it is very limited to developer to makes camera effect as it maybe can break the camera. This project is come as an approach or a method of solving all this problems. The project that will be develops will contains 3D animation element inside the advertisement. Since the 3D animation is the latest multimedia technique nowadays, this advertisement can attract more attention from television viewer. This is also because of this new multimedia technology is not used widely in Malaysia yet. Television viewers also cannot feel bored since by using this 3D animation element, the special different element that cannot happen in real life can be created and placed inside the advertisement. This element will make television viewer feel more interested to watch the advertisement from beginning until the end of the advertisement. Besides that, there are also no limited to developer to create camera effects since it is created by using 3D software. The developer will feel free to create effects to 3D element inside the advertisement without feel wonder of video camera damage problems.

1.3 Objectives

The objectives of developing this new advertisement for Dutch Lady Base Liquid Milk products are like below:

i. To produce an advertisement for Dutch Lady Base Liquid Milk products that can hold the television viewers attention from the beginning until the end of the advertisement.
ii. To put some effects that cannot happen in real life to make the television viewers feel more interested to watch the advertisement and they will know deeply about the Dutch Lady Base Liquid Milk products and feel interested to buy and try the products.

iii. To make the advertisement more informative, beautiful, mysterious, unusual, helpful and have a surprising points of view by applying the research element which is 3D animation into the advertisement.

1.4 Scopes

This project deliverables is an advertisement for Dutch Lady Base Liquid Milk products. This advertisement is develops to advertise all the types of Dutch Lady Base Liquid Milk products.

This project will focus to advertising field where it will be develop for the Dutch Lady Milk Company to advertise the Dutch Lady Base Liquid Milk products. Since this project is an advertisement to promote products, it is very clear that this advertisement will be delivered on television and it is focuses to television viewers. This advertisement will be delivered during the television commercial breaks. The duration of this advertisement will take about 40 seconds. This advertisement is divided into three parts where the first part will take about 25 seconds, the second part will take about 10 seconds and the last part will take about 5 seconds of time. In the first part will be the 3d animation, while in the second part will be the video element and the last part will be the 2d animation element.
The technology that will be used to develop this advertisement is the combination of 3D animation and digital video technique. The 3D software that will be used to create the 3D animation is 3D Studio Max while the digital video file will be creates by using video camera. The output of 3D animation will be in AVI format and it will combine with a digital video file by using Adobe Premier.

1.5 Project Significance

One of the significance of developing this project is it can give benefit to some authority. The first authority that can get benefits from this new advertisement is the Dutch Lady Company itself since this advertisement is develops to advertise their Dutch Lady Base Liquid Milk products. The second authority that can get the benefits from the development of this new advertisement is the television viewers since they can get the information about the Dutch Lady Base Liquid Milk products from just watching the commercial breaks on television.

This new advertisement of Dutch Lady Base Liquid Milk product is very important. This is because of this new advertisement will act as the efficient way to scatting information about the products since this new advertisement will use combination of 3D animation and digital video technique. It is also very important to television viewer to get the right information about the product since the 3D element can hold their attention to the advertisement.
1.6 Expected Output

The expected output of this project is an advertisement of Dutch Lady Base Liquid Milk product. It will contain some special effects on the 3D animation besides also showing the real product by using digital video technique. The function of this project is to advertise the Dutch Lady base Liquid milk product to the television viewer. Besides that, the potential television viewer opinion also will be collect to make sure the advertisement will find with their requirement. The data about some kind of existing advertisements also will be collect to make sure the new version of the advertisement will give the better result then the existing one. The advertisement will be a combination of 3D animation and digital video technique that shows the high quality advertisement that advertises high quality products for high quality company.

1.7 Conclusion

This chapter is discussed about the project that will be develops which is an advertisement for Dutch Lady Base Liquid Milk product. From the problem statement part, the conclusion that can be made is that the existing advertisement for the Dutch Lady Base Liquid Milk products is not very efficient to promote the products to television viewers while from the objectives part, the conclusion that can be made is that this new version advertisement will be produce to make viewer pay more their attention to the product, make them more interested and make the advertisement more informative and interesting. The scope part are also state clearly that this advertisement will take only 40 second of durations. This chapter also conclude that this advertisement will be develop by using both 3D animation and digital video technique since the combination of both technique can produce the more interesting and show the originality of the
product at the same time. This advertisement will be beneficially to both the company and television viewer. The expected output of this project is an advertisement that is very interesting and has the originality value of the product.

The next chapter will discuss about the literature review of the project which is an extensive search of the information available on the application of 3D animation for advertisement purpose topic which results in a list of references to books, periodicals, and other materials on the topic. The next chapter also will describe the project methodology, project requirement and the schedule and milestones of the project.
CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW AND PROJECT METHODOLOGY

2.1 Introduction

A literature review summarizes, interprets, and evaluates existing literature or published material in order to establish current knowledge of a subject. The purpose for doing so is relates to ongoing research to develop that knowledge. The literature review may resolve a controversy, establish the need for additional research, and define a topic of inquiry.

This literature review might take some portions which are 3D animation, advertising, application of 3D animation in advertising, and the position of camera in 3D animation. The first portion which is 3D animation will discuss about existing knowledge about 3D animation technique. For the second portion which is advertising, will present a review of advertising field. However it will focus to television advertising since the project that will be develops is about a television advertisement. The focus is in on the important factors that make an advertisement efficient to attract viewer.
The third portion of this literature review will discuss about the application of 3D animation for advertising purpose while the last portion will discuss about the 3D effect which is camera placement structure from all its perspective so that it can be applied to the advertisement that will be develop. The purpose of this literature review of camera placement structure is to define the best scene that will produce a very effective advertisement so that viewer will interested and buy the products. Besides that, some review of the products itself also need to study. All the information need to highlight.

Besides the literature review, this chapter also will discuss about the methodology that will be use in developing this advertisement. This methodology will describe the activities that will be done in every stage.

2.2 Fact and finding

2.2.1 3D Animation

According to Cohen,J (1997) computer animation is a sequence of computer generated-images that consists of objects, lights and cameras that maybe moving and changing over time. He also said that computer animation can be used for fully computer generated film (short or feature length) such as entertainment and visualization of simulation data. Special effects also can be added to real camera footage. There are three common approach of computer animation. The three common approaches are including of key frame animation, physically-base simulation, and motion capture. 3D graphic animations including animated 3D models are a great way to being to life an idea or design that is still on the drawing board or just difficult to describe with words.